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 Paul Kuniholm Public Art Sculptures

Email pkp3@uw.edu  

Phone
Number 2342060111  

Address
1

1901 WESTERN AVENUE
 

Address
2 UNIT 306  

City SEATTLE  

State WA  

Zip 98101-1894  

Title Paul Kuniholm Public Art

Description A heart shaped sculpture

Dimensions 16 x 11 x 2

Sale Price $300.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

Yes. Four holes allow mounting.

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
26

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Mild steel coated with lacquer

Year created? 2023

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

n/a

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

redhead anchors thru base into concrete plinth

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Douglas County Art Encounters Website"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

Light plastic fiber brush to remove bird droppings

Date Added Fri. Jan 12, 2024 06:21 PM (MST)
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 Dimitry "Domani"
Spiridon Public Art Sculptures

Email ddomani2021@gmail.com  

Phone
Number 505-570-7758  

Address
1 282 County Road B43B  

City Ilfeld  

State NM  

Zip 87538  

Title Billy

Description Boy figure

Dimensions 36 x 16 x 16

Sale Price $15,000.00

Is a base included
with your

sculpture? Yes or
no. If yes, what

are the dimensions
for the sculpture

plus the base
(width x height x

length)?

Yes , 40*16*16

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
80

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather
conditions.

Bronze with steel base

Year created? 2014

If this piece is a
replica or

duplicate, please
provide the

edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where
this piece is

available. Say N/A
if not applicable.

#22 of 25 edition

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any

unusual basing
and/or anchoring
requirements for

this piece.

Needs to be spot welded or bolted

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should

be maintained
throughout the

year. What
cleaning supplies
should be used?

If needed: Wash with dish soap, then dry, apply a coat of wax and buff it.

Date Added Sun. Jan 14, 2024 08:06 AM (MST)
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 Justin Deister Public Art Sculptures

Email justindeister22@gmail.com  

Phone
Number 303-665-7542  

Address
1 280 S. Jefferson Ave  

City Louisville  

State CO  

Zip 80027  

Title Bye Bye Butterfly

Description A fantasy bench for two kids in the shape of a butterfly complete with antenna. Kids can sit on two
indestructible plastic balls. Inspired by kid wish to see a butterfly up close.

Dimensions 36 x 48 x 18

Sale Price $7,000.00

Is a base included
with your

sculpture? Yes or
no. If yes, what are
the dimensions for
the sculpture plus
the base (width x
height x length)?

Yes, base included: 24" x 40" flat base plate

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
100

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Metal, hard-plastic balls, epoxy putty, springs

Year created? 2020

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

N/A

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

Just a couple guys to carry. Install by tac-welds or bolts. Nothing unusual.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the

year. What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

Just an occasional rinse would be nice.

Date Added Sun. Jan 14, 2024 11:52 AM (MST)
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 Justin Deister Public Art Sculptures

Email justindeister22@gmail.com  

Phone
Number 303-665-7542  

Address
1 280 S. Jefferson Ave  

City Louisville  

State CO  

Zip 80027  

Title Resilience

Description
Inspired by the need to preserve and cherish our natural resource of water. Suggests the water cycle of
rainfall, collection into rivers and how they flows thru a rough, dry environment that we need to protect
and care for.

Dimensions 80 x 18 x 9

Sale Price $8,000.00

Is a base included
with your

sculpture? Yes or
no. If yes, what are
the dimensions for
the sculpture plus
the base (width x
height x length)?

Yes, base is an oval, approx 10" x 12"

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
180

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Metal armature, rigid foam covered with layers of stucco, wire, fiberglass

Year created? 2019

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

N/A

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

3 guys to carry, can be welded or bolted. Nothing unusual.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the

year. What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

An occasional rinse would be nice.

Date Added Sun. Jan 14, 2024 12:39 PM (MST)
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 Justin Deister Public Art Sculptures

Email justindeister22@gmail.com  

Phone
Number 303-665-7542  

Address
1 280 S. Jefferson Ave  

City Louisville  

State CO  

Zip 80027  

Title Psssst....I'm Talkin' To You

Description Inspired by childhood wish to talk with animals. This one whispers something...

Dimensions 30 x 14 x 12

Sale Price $8,000.00

Is a base included
with your

sculpture? Yes or
no. If yes, what are
the dimensions for
the sculpture plus
the base (width x
height x length)?

Yes. same

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
180

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

truck suspension spring, metal, rigid foam covered in construction stucco

Year created? 2022

If this piece is a
replica or

duplicate, please
provide the edition,
size, serial number,
and other locations
where this piece is
available. Say N/A

if not applicable.

N/A

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any

unusual basing
and/or anchoring
requirements for

this piece.

only 2 guys to carry, can be welded or bolted into place

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should

be maintained
throughout the

year. What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

An occasional rinse would be nice.

Date Added Sun. Jan 14, 2024 12:48 PM (MST)
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 Eluisa Altman Public Art Sculptures

Email eluisaa@msn.com  

Phone
Number 201-838-6575  

Address
1 108 Park Place  

City Bogota  

State New Jersey  

Zip 07603  

Title Next Generation

Description Next Generation represents a pregnant mother. The enlarged womb is carrying the unborn baby. The mother's next
generation.

Dimensions 45 x 16 x 21

Sale Price $15.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

The sculpture has a stainless steel plate at the bottom 10"

What is the weight of
the sculpture in

pounds?
55 lbs

Medium of piece?
Please note, if mixed
media, all materials

must be able to
withstand Colorado

outdoor weather
conditions.

Bonded aluminum with a stainless steel plate at the bottom.

Year created? 2012

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

This is the first edition and it has never been enlarged or modified.

What equipment and
supplies are needed
to install this piece?

Please include any
unusual basing

and/or anchoring
requirements for this

piece.

The stainless steel plate that is attached to the bottom of the sculpture has four holes for the screws. It should be
attached to the base that you'll provide.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

The bonded aluminum doesn't require special products to clean. It doesn't stain easily but if the sculpture is
exposed to substance such as mod, it can be cleaned with cold water and a sponge.

Date Added Tue. Jan 23, 2024 11:52 AM (MST)
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 Eluisa Altman Public Art Sculptures

Email eluisaa@msn.com  

Phone
Number 201-838-6575  

Address
1 108 Park Place  

City Bogota  

State New Jersey  

Zip 07603  

Title Coyotes Howling at the Moon

Description
Coyotes Howling at the Moon, 2020 is entirely made of stainless steel welded together. There are two round disks
interlocked. Each disk contains the cut out figure of a coyote in the inside and two on top. It contain a plate of the
same material at the bottom. The plate has four holes for screws.

Dimensions 35.5 x 26.5 x 26.5

Sale Price $15.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

no

What is the weight of
the sculpture in

pounds?
100 lbs.

Medium of piece?
Please note, if mixed
media, all materials

must be able to
withstand Colorado

outdoor weather
conditions.

The entire sculpture is made of stainless steel with a plate at bottom.

Year created? 2020

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

No.

What equipment and
supplies are needed
to install this piece?

Please include any
unusual basing

and/or anchoring
requirements for this

piece.

4 screws to attach the sculpture to the pedestal that you'll provide.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

Any product that cleans stainless steel.

Date Added Tue. Jan 23, 2024 12:40 PM (MST)
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 Eluisa Altman Public Art Sculptures

Email eluisaa@msn.com  

Phone
Number 201-838-6575  

Address
1 108 Park Place  

City Bogota  

State New Jersey  

Zip 07603  

Title Mother and Child

Description Mother and Child. This sculpture represents the modern family. The child is sliding away from the mother who
stretches her arms to hold on to her.

Dimensions 3 x 1.5 x 3

Sale Price $15.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

No

What is the weight of
the sculpture in

pounds?
85 lbs.

Medium of piece?
Please note, if mixed
media, all materials

must be able to
withstand Colorado

outdoor weather
conditions.

Bonded bronze with a stainless steel plate at the bottom.

Year created? 2003

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

Edition #4. edition 2 in resin, was sold to Blue Springs, MO and edition 3 in bronze, was sold to the City of
Suwanee, GA. Both sculptures won the people's choice award.

What equipment and
supplies are needed
to install this piece?

Please include any
unusual basing

and/or anchoring
requirements for this

piece.

The plate at the bottom has 4 holes for screws to attach to the pedestal that you'll provide.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

A sponge with clear water.

Date Added Tue. Jan 23, 2024 12:55 PM (MST)
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 Eluisa Altman Public Art Sculptures

Email eluisaa@msn.com
 

Phone
Number 201-838-6575  

Address
1 108 Park Place  

City Bogota  

State New Jersey  

Zip 07603  

Title World of Birds

Description

The sculptures represents birds in our world. This sculpture is composed of two stainless steel disks interlocking
each other. Each disk contains the cutout of two birds on the inside and two on top. On each side it contains 2 sets
of birds of different species. Altogether it contains the cutout of 20 birds. There is a stainless steel plate on the
bottom with four holes for screws. The entire sculpture is welded together in one piece. I must stress here that
since I leave in New Jersey, I will not be present for the delivery/installing and uninstalling of any of my sculpture.

Dimensions 35 x 17 x 21

Sale Price $10,000.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

The sculpture has a stainless steel plate at the bottom 12"

What is the weight of
the sculpture in

pounds?
35 lbs

Medium of piece?
Please note, if mixed
media, all materials

must be able to
withstand Colorado

outdoor weather
conditions.

Stainless steel

Year created? 2018

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

NO

What equipment and
supplies are needed
to install this piece?

Please include any
unusual basing

and/or anchoring
requirements for this

piece.

It requires 4 screws to attach the sculpture to the pedestal that you'll provide.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

Any product that cleans stainless steel with a sponge or coth.

Date Added Tue. Jan 23, 2024 01:40 PM (MST)
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 Jason Millward Public Art Sculptures

Email jpmillwardsculpture@yahoo.com  

Phone
Number 801-850-3190  

Address
1 33 west 200 north  

City American Fork  

State Utah  

Zip 84003  

Title Serenity

Description "Serenity" is an abstract form, carved in white marble. It is a garden piece with the intention to evoke
a sense of calm and state of meditation.

Dimensions 28.5 x 13 x 11

Sale Price $5,000.00

Is a base included
with your

sculpture? Yes or
no. If yes, what

are the
dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x
height x length)?

Yes, a black granite base with a steel plate for attaching.

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
85 lbs( estimate)

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather
conditions.

Yule Marble from Colorado.

Year created? 2017

If this piece is a
replica or

duplicate, please
provide the

edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where
this piece is

available. Say N/A
if not applicable.

This piece is one of a kind.

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any

unusual basing
and/or anchoring
requirements for

this piece.

I am able to carry this piece so there should be no heavy equipment needed.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should

be maintained
throughout the

year. What
cleaning supplies
should be used?

This piece will be sealed with wax and there should be no upkeep required. Any cleaning will be done
when I retrieve it and bring it back to my studio.

Date Added Fri. Jan 26, 2024 01:58 PM (MST)
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 Jose Trejo Maya Public Art Sculptures

Email jdtrejomaya@gmail.com  

Company Independent Artist  

Phone
Number 6263677756  

Address
1

3834 Monterey Ave Apt
110  

Address
2

Apt. 110 Baldwin Park CA
91706  

City Baldwin Park  

State CA  

Zip 91706  

Country United States  

Title Transparencies in Time:

Description

I have been exhibited in different venues <br /> with a work that’s titled: Transparencies in Time:
Cuahpohualli embedded in ethnopoetic <br /> language poetry:. I seek to expand this work into a
comprehensive exhibit in a gallery <br /> and/or installation in 3D public art sculptures (i.e., three
simultaneous monumental works <br /> that expand into multiple levels of perception and/or dimensions).
. In this the sculptures <br /> came from dreams, it’s a refraction of our ancestors so you see a mirror in
yourself.

Dimensions 3 x 3 x 3

Sale Price $13,000.00

Is a base included
with your

sculpture? Yes or
no. If yes, what are
the dimensions for
the sculpture plus
the base (width x
height x length)?

no

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
70

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

In synthesis these can be sculptures [i.e., <br /> outdoor public art] and/or br

Year created? 2023

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

n/a

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

Man power for installation and logistics.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Douglas County Art Encounters Website"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the

year. What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

Minimal to no maintenances schedules in 3 year plan.

Date Added Mon. Feb 12, 2024 11:33 AM (MST)
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 Bill Bunting Public Art Sculptures

Email billthreefeathers@gmail.com
 

Phone
Number 7195290729  

Address
1 919 Main Street  

City Springfield  

State Colorado  

Zip 81073  

Title End of an Age

Description

As we see the old time cowboy lifestyle slowly coming to an end we can relate this to the reign of the
Native Americans and the buffalo. Whether or not you can connect to the cowboy, Indian or buffalo we all
have chapters in our book of our lives that come to an end. The moccasins, bow and quiver signify the end
of the Native Americans rule and reign. The buffalo skull indicates the end of the rule of the monarch of the
prairie. Now the cowboy takes off his boots and hangs his spurs on the fence post beside them. Time
marches on and we all have things in our lives we have to hang up and move on. The original poem
mounted at the base of the sculpture reflects how hard change is for most of us. <br /> <br /> I'll ride free
no more forever<br /> I heard the old cowboy say<br /> Like those who have gone before me<br /> I'll
hang up my spurs today<br /> <br /> 'Cause times they are a changin'<br /> They're fencing off the
range<br /> And I reckon I'm too old<br /> Or maybe too stubborn to change<br /> <br /> The
longhorns replaced by the Hereford<br /> The old chuck wagon parked for good<br /> Settin' lonely out
there on the prairie<br /> Just weathered and rotten old wood<br /> <br /> Like the Indian and the
buffalo<br /> Forever no more will they roam<br /> These mountains and prairies and badlands<br />
That once they called their home<br /> <br /> And I reckon it's easy to see<br /> That we've come to the
end of an age<br /> This chapter in life's book is over <br /> But it's sure hard to turn the next page<br
/> <br /> (c) Bill "Three Feathers" Bunting

Dimensions 6 x 2 x 2

Sale Price $8,000.00

Is a base included
with your

sculpture? Yes or
no. If yes, what are
the dimensions for
the sculpture plus
the base (width x
height x length)?

Yes 2’ x 2’

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
175lbs

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Metal

Year created? 2011

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

NA

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

Anchor with bolts or weld.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the

year. What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

Requires no maintenance

Date Added Mon. Feb 26, 2024 02:40 PM (MST)
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 James Cable Public Art Sculptures

Email jkcable@outlook.com  

Phone
Number 303-619-4626  

Address
1 1847 Broadway  

City Grand Junction  

State Colorado  

Zip 81507  

Title Wood Peckers

Description Repurposed found objects turned into birds

Dimensions 75 x 36 x 24

Sale Price $1,500.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

25" X 25" X 25"

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
20 pounds

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Metal, will handle all Colorado weather

Year created? 2023

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

One of a kind

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

None

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Douglas County Art Encounters Website"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

No maintenance required

Date Added Tue. Feb 27, 2024 11:12 AM (MST)
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 James Cable Public Art Sculptures

Email jkcable@outlook.com  

Phone
Number 303-619-4626  

Address
1 1847 Broadway  

City Grand Junction  

State Colorado  

Zip 81507  

Title Awe...Some

Description Awe...Some is a human figure celebrating life from repurposed metal.

Dimensions 78 x 24 x 41

Sale Price $3,500.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

32" X 32"

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
40 pounds

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Repurposed powder coated metal

Year created? 2023

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

One of a kind

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

None

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Douglas County Art Encounters Website"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

No maintenance required

Date Added Tue. Feb 27, 2024 11:17 AM (MST)
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 James Cable Public Art Sculptures

Email jkcable@outlook.com  

Phone
Number 303-619-4626  

Address
1 1847 Broadway  

City Grand Junction  

State Colorado  

Zip 81507  

Title Sitting Bull

Description Buffalo head from repurposed metal

Dimensions 48 x 48 x 2

Sale Price $3,000.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

24" X 48"

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
40 pounds

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Repurposed metal

Year created? 2021

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

one of a kind

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

None

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Douglas County Art Encounters Website"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

No maintenance required

Date Added Tue. Feb 27, 2024 11:20 AM (MST)
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 James Cable Public Art Sculptures

Email jkcable@outlook.com  

Phone
Number 303-619-4626  

Address
1 1847 Broadway  

City Grand Junction  

State Colorado  

Zip 81507  

Title Cam the Ram

Description Repurposed metal

Dimensions 48 x 18 x 46

Sale Price $3,000.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

Yes, see picture

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
75 pounds

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Repurposed metal

Year created? 2018

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

One of a kind

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

None

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Douglas County Art Encounters Website"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

No maintenance required

Date Added Tue. Feb 27, 2024 11:23 AM (MST)
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 James Cable Public Art Sculptures

Email jkcable@outlook.com  

Phone
Number 303-619-4626  

Address
1 1847 Broadway  

City Grand Junction  

State Colorado  

Zip 81507  

Title Jose the Blue Jay

Description Bird made from repurposed metal

Dimensions 16 x 10 x 14

Sale Price $750.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

Yes, 6"X8"

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
5 pounds

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Repurposed metal

Year created? 2018

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

One of a kind

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

None

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Douglas County Art Encounters Website"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

No maintenance required

Date Added Tue. Feb 27, 2024 11:26 AM (MST)
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 Mel Whitcomb Public Art Sculptures

Email merelees@yahoo.com  

Phone
Number 3035151934  

Address
1 6627 s gallup  

City littleton  

State Colorado  

Zip 80120  

Title Glyphord

Description This piece is made of Colorado Yule Marble and has been in public art programs in Westminster, Manitou
Springs, and Palisade Colorado.

Dimensions 54 x 22 x 22

Sale Price $12,000.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

no, it just has a steel plate under it for bolting/welding

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
1400

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Marble with steel base

Year created? 2019

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

no

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

skidsteer

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

Usually they just rinse the dog pee off once in a while. I live in the area and check on it to sand down anything
to keep it clean

Date Added Wed. Feb 28, 2024 02:00 PM (MST)
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 Mel Whitcomb Public Art Sculptures

Email merelees@yahoo.com  

Phone
Number 3035151934  

Address
1 6627 s gallup  

City littleton  

State Colorado  

Zip 80120  

Title Desert Dancers

Description This piece is made of Colorado Yule Marble last summer, and feature two creatures dancing back-to-back with
arms and earrings swaying!

Dimensions 38 x 18 x 18

Sale Price $7,000.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

steel plate for bolting or welding

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
800

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Marble with steel plate

Year created? 2023

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

na

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

skidsteer

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

just rinsing off dog pee. I live in the area and check to see if it needs sanding to keep clean,

Date Added Wed. Feb 28, 2024 02:11 PM (MST)
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 Terry Malesky Public Art Sculptures

Email terrymalesky@gmail.com
 

Phone
Number 417-224-7587  

Address
1 1150 Jarrett Branch Rd  

City Strafford  

State MO  

Zip 65757  

Title The Rolling Stones

Description

This sculpture was a spontaneous creation. The idea simply ?<br /> “just came to me”, was Joe’s quote. Joe
likes to use natural objects in our sculptures when possible. We both are inspired by creation and nature.
Using left over materials and repurposed steel/items is also another favorite of ours.<br /> The idea of
“caging” the stones in rebar and forming a design was a challenge that Joe wanted to figure out. Being
challenged with use of materials, balance and capturing an esthetic artistic piece is what he enjoys doing.<br
/> Once the sculpture was created, it was clear to me that it would be called The Rolling Stones. When I look
at the sculpture, I see a very powerful wave in the ocean gathering up the stones and pushing them into a
cresting wave. Of course the rocks are no longer rolling as they are now “caged”. That’s where ones
imagination comes into play!<br />

Dimensions 8 x 4 x 2

Sale Price $5,500.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

Yes a base is included and is 2'x2'

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
400 LBS

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

STEEL AND ROCKS

Year created? 2024

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

There is a smaller version of this piece located in Columbia MO in a private collectors back yard.

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

This piece can be installed with manpower (3-4 men)<br /> The base will be anchored to the pad with 4-1/2
inch anchor bolts

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

No maintenance will be required for this sculpture.

Date Added Thu. Feb 29, 2024 10:07 AM (MST)
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 Terry Malesky Public Art Sculptures

Email terrymalesky@gmail.com
 

Phone
Number 417-224-7587  

Address
1 1150 Jarrett Branch Rd  

City Strafford  

State MO  

Zip 65757  

Title JACOB'S LADDER

Description

Jacob’s ladder was created with scrap that was found in our local scrapyard. Most of the sculptures that we
create are from materials that have been discarded and considered of no use.<br /> The enclosed spiral
“ladder” is painted a bright safety red. This sculpture is so interesting to observe from many different angles,
especially when you look through the “ladder” from the bottom of the sculpture toward the sky. The
contrasting gray base color helps to make the focus be on the red spiral.<br /> The biblical story of Jacob and
the dream he had of the ladder ascending to heaven was inspiration for the naming of this sculpture.<br />

Dimensions 14 x 8 x 2

Sale Price $5,500.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x
height x length)?

Yes this sculpture has a steel base the is 2'x2'

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
600 lbs

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

STEEL, PAINTED

Year created? 2018

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

N/A

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

Because of the height/balance and weight of this sculpture, a crane is required.<br /> 4 - 1/2 inch concrete
anchor bolts.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the

year. What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

This painted piece should not require and maintenance for the year.

Date Added Thu. Feb 29, 2024 10:21 AM (MST)
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 Terry Malesky Public Art Sculptures

Email terrymalesky@gmail.com
 

Phone
Number 417-224-7587  

Address
1 1150 Jarrett Branch Rd  

City Strafford  

State MO  

Zip 65757  

Title QUONDAM

Description

The word quondam, Latin meaning “at one time” or “formerly”. This sculpture has been given this name
because it was one of our former sculptures that was created in 2014 and has been re-built, re-designed and
painted with very “retro” colors. At New Adventure Sculptures, we continue to try to use/repurpose materials
that might otherwise be discarded. This includes re-using or updating some of our former sculptures to
hopefully breathe new life into them.<br /> You will notice that there are three different shades of red used
on the sculpture. Again, the color selection had a purpose, by displaying how well three very different shades
of red compliment each other. The contrast of the gray concrete ring and the colorful base creates an
appealing visual effect. <br />

Dimensions 6 x 3 x 2

Sale Price $6,000.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

Yes, a 2'x2' base is included.

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
400 LBS

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

STEEL/CONCRETE

Year created? 2022

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

N/A

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

Manpower (2-3 men)<br /> 4-1/2 inch concrete anchor bolts

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

This sculpture should not require any maintenance for the year.

Date Added Thu. Feb 29, 2024 10:30 AM (MST)
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 Terry Malesky Public Art Sculptures

Email terrymalesky@gmail.com  

Phone
Number 417-224-7587  

Address
1 1150 Jarrett Branch Rd  

City Strafford  

State MO  

Zip 65757  

Title GRAVITY IN MOTION

Description
Gravity is at work constantly pulling the concrete ball downward but it is wedged in place, never to move.
The red-orange painted steel is a great contrast to the concrete ball. This sculpture reminds us of a meatball
being held by chopsticks!<br />

Dimensions 7 x 2 x 2

Sale Price $5,500.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x
height x length)?

Yes, the base is 2'x2'.

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
300 lbs

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

STEEL/CONCRETE

Year created? 2018

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

N/A

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

Manpower (2-3 men)<br /> 4 - 1/2 inch concrete anchor bolts

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the

year. What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

No maintenance for the one year.

Date Added Thu. Feb 29, 2024 10:50 AM (MST)
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 Reven Marie
Swanson Public Art Sculptures

Email artist@chinacatsunflower.net
 

Phone
Number 3035038048  

Address
1 2616 Eudora Street  

City Denver  

State CO  

Zip 80207  

Title Dancing Moon Rollers

Description

This is an installation of three separate pieces that are combined to make a single sculpture. With each
installation they are arranged to suit the site. The smallest footprint is 4' x 4' square pad. The sculptures
are made of 1/4" mild steel plate and powder coated. <br /> <br /> The intent of the sculpture is to open
the “window” for viewers to define their own interpretation and create their own story from the collections
of many framed windows. The sculpture’s windows interact with the landscape. By looking at the
landscape, the installation is as diversified as the communities it visits.<br /> <br /> Ms. Swanson’s
artwork is about change, movement, balance and growth. She seeks to integrate her observations of
modern-day culture alongside the Natural World. It is an exploration of “implied kinetics” using a static
object to create an active interpretation and visual experience.<br /> <br />

Dimensions 6 x 10 x 10

Sale Price $18,000.00

Is a base included
with your

sculpture? Yes or
no. If yes, what are
the dimensions for
the sculpture plus
the base (width x
height x length)?

The sculptures may be bolted or welded.

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
150 lbs. each

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

1/4"-thick mild steel plate and finished in powder coat.

Year created? 2009

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where
this piece is

available. Say N/A
if not applicable.

This sculpture is one-of-a-kind. It has a fresh powder coat applied in 2023.

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

The sculpture may be bolted or welded to secure. There are mounting tabs on each piece. To install, 2-3
able-bodied persons may unload from my truck and placed at the site.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Douglas County Art Encounters Website"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the

year. What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

The sculpture should not require any maintenance during the exhibition period. If there is a large amount
of pollution residue or bird droppings, the artist appreciates they get washed with mild soap and water.

Date Added Thu. Feb 29, 2024 12:55 PM (MST)
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 Reven Marie
Swanson Public Art Sculptures

Email artist@chinacatsunflower.net  

Phone
Number 3035038048  

Address
1 2616 Eudora Street  

City Denver  

State CO  

Zip 80207  

Title Matriarchal Mooncreature II

Description

Reaching across the sky, this flying creature balances the heavens. This figure is part of a building series,
the "Moon Creature Series." The sculpture is a celebration of natural harmony. Made of modern-day
materials and methods, the artwork is about change, balance and growth for a contemporary woman.<br
/> <br /> The figure rotates on a center support pole with kinetic energy. The sculpture is fabricated
from mild steel, enamel, screen and sealed bearings.

Dimensions 15 x 7.5 x 7.5

Sale Price $12,000.00

Is a base included
with your

sculpture? Yes or
no. If yes, what are
the dimensions for
the sculpture plus
the base (width x
height x length)?

Yes. The support pole has a 30"-square base

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
Figure: 60lbs. Pole: 150lbs.

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Mild steel, enamel, bearings

Year created? 2022

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where
this piece is

available. Say N/A
if not applicable.

This is the second of Matriarchal Mooncreatures. The first one is located permanently in Lowry at
Boulevard One. Both are original and made one-of-a-kind within the series.

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any

unusual basing
and/or anchoring
requirements for

this piece.

The sculpture requires the assistance of 2-3 able-bodied persons if it is to be installed at ground level to
24" above ground on a pedestal. If the pedestal is taller, we would need to assess the use of lifting
equipment.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Douglas County Art Encounters Website"]

Please explain how
this piece should

be maintained
throughout the

year. What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

The sculpture will not require maintenance during the exhibition period. If the appearance there is
excessive pollution residue or bird dropping, please wash with mild soap and water.

Date Added Thu. Feb 29, 2024 01:12 PM (MST)
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 Charlotte Zink Public Art Sculptures

Email zinkmetalart@msn.com  

Phone
Number

970.532.4597 cell
970.310.8277  

Address
1 POB 33  

Address
2 739 Mountain Ave  

City Berthoud  

State CO  

Zip 80513  

Title Parts

Description

Rising up through the center, our figure has a collection of detailed colorful forms, shapes, suggestions, parts
of a life, chapters in her story, each one varied and unique. Sheltered and surrounded by her strong, simple
steel silhouette, this figure has tales to tell and wisdom to share, if we are willing to take a moment listen
and daydream.<br />

Dimensions 80 x 36 x 30

Sale Price $10,000.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x
height x length)?

Circular steel base plate 30" diameter

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
125

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Steel and Quarry Clay, an outdoor, vitrified clay body.

Year created? 2014

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

NA

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

<br /> Two strong backs can carry. We will provide the hammer drill and necessary hardware to bolt. If tack
weld is preferred, a portable welder will be required. <br /> <br />

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Douglas County Art Encounters Website"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the

year. What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

No maintenance required, bird droppings and dust can be removed with gentle water rinse.

Date Added Fri. Mar 1, 2024 12:29 PM (MST)
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 Charlotte Zink Public Art Sculptures

Email zinkmetalart@msn.com  

Phone
Number

970.532.4597 cell
970.310.8277  

Address
1 POB 33  

Address
2 739 Mountain Ave  

City Berthoud  

State CO  

Zip 80513  

Title Perpetual Springtime

Description This bright garden tower with its light sprinkling of coneflowers will happily bring a splash of beauty to your
neighborhood park or busy street corner. Sun loving, always in bloom, no watering required.<br /> <br />

Dimensions 84 x 21 x 7

Sale Price $9,000.00

Is a base included
with your

sculpture? Yes or
no. If yes, what are
the dimensions for
the sculpture plus
the base (width x
height x length)?

Base plate of steel measures 7 x 21"

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
75

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Steel and Brushed Aluminum

Year created? 2024

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

NA

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

Two strong backs can carry. Hammer drill and necessary hardware to bolt. If tack weld is preferred, a
portable welder will be required. <br />

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Douglas County Art Encounters Website"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the

year. What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

No maintenance required, bird droppings and dust can be removed with gentle water rinse.

Date Added Fri. Mar 1, 2024 12:39 PM (MST)
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 Megan Vaughn Public Art Sculptures

Email meganvaughn2020@gmail.com
 

Phone
Number (276)-224-8727  

Address
1 103 Blue Ridge Lane  

City Ridgeway  

State VA  

Zip 24148  

Title "The Last Sea Turtle"

Description

"The Last Sea Turtle" is an upcycled piece made entirely of repurposed plastic bottle caps and galvanized
wire. I set out to make a statement piece but wanted to use materials that would otherwise be sent to
the landfill. Plastic pollution is an extensive issue facing the world today. Using 1,000+ plastic bottle
caps, I was able to craft an animal often affected by plastic pollution, the sea turtle. The title stems from
the fact that if humans do not change our behavior to coincide with the natural world, the "last" sea
turtle will be one made of plastic. Sea turtles often mistake plastic bags for food as they look like
jellyfish, a common food source for the animal. In one of the submission photos, a train of plastic bags
can be added to trail out of the mouth of the sculpture, as a reference to this unfortunate fact. The
question could be asked, "Why should Colorado, a central state, care about plastic pollution in the
ocean?" Plastic pollution is everywhere, not just the ocean. The oceans are a food source for over one-
third of the world's population and supply much of the oxygen we breathe. Therefore, the ocean is a
source of livelihood for humans everywhere, even if you've never seen it. While this may not be the most
"beautiful" piece, it contains a message that transcends its appearance. This piece is sure to evoke
important conversations regarding human consumption and our relationship with the natural world.<br
/> Dimension Specification (if laying on ground facing the head):<br /> Height (bottom of belly to top of
shell) 12 in<br /> Width (distance between longest fins) 62 in<br /> Depth (distance from head to tail)
52 in

Dimensions 12 x 62 x 52

Sale Price $500.00

Is a base included
with your

sculpture? Yes or
no. If yes, what

are the dimensions
for the sculpture

plus the base
(width x height x

length)?

No

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
About 20 pounds

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Plastic bottle caps and galvanized wire (spray painted)

Year created? 2024

If this piece is a
replica or

duplicate, please
provide the edition,
size, serial number,
and other locations
where this piece is
available. Say N/A

if not applicable.

N/A

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any

unusual basing
and/or anchoring
requirements for

this piece.

This piece could be installed multiple ways. If hanging such as in the submission photos, a strong base
would be needed to suspend the wire holding the sculpture at the desired height. The piece also would
look good laying on a flat surface. I think the sculpture looks great suspended from wire but would need
to be attached to the ground as well as wind is a factor.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Douglas County Art Encounters Website","ArtCall.org"]

Please explain how
this piece should

be maintained
throughout the

year. What
cleaning supplies
should be used?

The sculpture should need little to no maintenance.

Date Added Fri. Mar 1, 2024 01:07 PM (MST)
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 Doug W. Root Public Art Sculptures

Email Doug@PerfectBoulders.com  

Phone
Number 303-522-0152  

Address
1 13385 North Winchester Way  

City Parker  

State CO  

Zip 80138  

Title Hole and a Half.

Description Granite Column with Honed and Smoothed Holes.

Dimensions 50 x 24 x 24

Sale Price $4,500.00

Is a base included
with your

sculpture? Yes or
no. If yes, what

are the dimensions
for the sculpture

plus the base
(width x height x

length)?

No

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
2000

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather
conditions.

Granite

Year created? 2024

If this piece is a
replica or

duplicate, please
provide the

edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where
this piece is

available. Say N/A
if not applicable.

N/A

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any

unusual basing
and/or anchoring
requirements for

this piece.

I will provide the equipment to install this piece.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should

be maintained
throughout the

year. What
cleaning supplies
should be used?

There is no maintenance required.

Date Added Fri. Mar 1, 2024 01:15 PM (MST)
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 Doug W. Root Public Art Sculptures

Email Doug@PerfectBoulders.com  

Phone
Number 303-522-0152  

Address
1 13385 North Winchester Way  

City Parker  

State CO  

Zip 80138  

Title Granite Garden Archway

Description A 3 stone archway, constructed of Colorado granite. Will sit flat on any surface.

Dimensions 96 x 96 x 24

Sale Price $9,300.00

Is a base included
with your

sculpture? Yes or
no. If yes, what are
the dimensions for
the sculpture plus
the base (width x
height x length)?

No Base.

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
5000.

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Granite.

Year created? 2024

If this piece is a
replica or

duplicate, please
provide the edition,
size, serial number,
and other locations
where this piece is
available. Say N/A

if not applicable.

N/A

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any

unusual basing
and/or anchoring
requirements for

this piece.

I will provide all equipment to install this piece. We'll need 2 steel posts placed approximately 12 inches
into the ground to secure the columns.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should

be maintained
throughout the

year. What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

No need for any maintenance.

Date Added Fri. Mar 1, 2024 01:15 PM (MST)
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 Doug W. Root Public Art Sculptures

Email Doug@PerfectBoulders.com  

Phone
Number 303-522-0152  

Address
1 13385 North Winchester Way  

City Parker  

State CO  

Zip 80138  

Title Polished Peak

Description Black Granite column with Polished Upper Area

Dimensions 68 x 24 x 24

Sale Price $4,200.00

Is a base included
with your

sculpture? Yes or
no. If yes, what

are the dimensions
for the sculpture

plus the base
(width x height x

length)?

No

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
1500

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather
conditions.

Granite.

Year created? 2024

If this piece is a
replica or

duplicate, please
provide the

edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where
this piece is

available. Say N/A
if not applicable.

N/A

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any

unusual basing
and/or anchoring
requirements for

this piece.

I will provide all equipment necessary to install this piece.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should

be maintained
throughout the

year. What
cleaning supplies
should be used?

No maintenance required.

Date Added Fri. Mar 1, 2024 01:42 PM (MST)
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 Doug W. Root Public Art Sculptures

Email Doug@PerfectBoulders.com  

Phone
Number 303-522-0152  

Address
1

13385 North Winchester Way
 

City Parker  

State CO  

Zip 80138  

Title Sword in the Stone

Description Excalibur sunk into a block of granite. Pull the Sword out, and get declared the King or Queen of Douglas
County! <br /> (This piece has been redesigned from the entry last year to be virtually indestructible.)

Dimensions 30 x 24 x 24

Sale Price $3,200.00

Is a base included
with your

sculpture? Yes or
no. If yes, what are
the dimensions for
the sculpture plus
the base (width x
height x length)?

No. This can sit directly on the ground or a concrete pad.

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
1500.

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Granite, with a steel sword inverted and anchored 2 feet into the stone.

Year created? 2023

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where
this piece is

available. Say N/A
if not applicable.

Fully original, based on the legend.

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any

unusual basing
and/or anchoring
requirements for

this piece.

I will provide the equipment needed to place this artwork.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should

be maintained
throughout the

year. What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

No maintenance needed.

Date Added Fri. Mar 1, 2024 02:48 PM (MST)
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 Doug W. Root Public Art Sculptures

Email Doug@PerfectBoulders.com  

Phone
Number 303-522-0152  

Address
1 13385 North Winchester Way  

City Parker  

State CO  

Zip 80138  

Title Granite Spiral Column

Description A column of red granite, with a spiral sculpted around it.

Dimensions 60 x 12 x 12

Sale Price $3,500.00

Is a base included
with your

sculpture? Yes or
no. If yes, what

are the dimensions
for the sculpture

plus the base
(width x height x

length)?

Yes. 2 feet wide by 2 feet deep by 6 feet tall.

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
1000

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather
conditions.

Red granite

Year created? 2023

If this piece is a
replica or

duplicate, please
provide the

edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where
this piece is

available. Say N/A
if not applicable.

N/A

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any

unusual basing
and/or anchoring
requirements for

this piece.

I will provide all equipment needed to install this piece.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should

be maintained
throughout the

year. What
cleaning supplies
should be used?

No maintenance needed.

Date Added Fri. Mar 1, 2024 03:04 PM (MST)
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 Janene DiRico-
Cable Public Art Sculptures

Email jazzngucci@gmail.com  

Phone
Number 3038950585  

Address
1 1847 Broadway  

City Grand Junction  

State CO  

Zip 81507  

Title Picasso's Chair

Description Picasso's Chair is a durable, vibrantly powder coated metal sculpture. The dimensions lend this piece to many
installation options as it does not block vision.

Dimensions 84 x 51 x 18.5

Sale Price $9,000.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

14.5x18.5, 5/8" red head concrete bolts

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
100

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

mild steel powder coated in bold violet purple and clear coated wi

Year created? 2018

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

N/A

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

no unusual installation needs

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

Picasso's Chair is clear coated with graffiti resistant clear coating. Vinegar and water will be all needed to
keep the piece clean.

Date Added Fri. Mar 1, 2024 03:14 PM (MST)
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 Janene DiRico-
Cable Public Art Sculptures

Email jazzngucci@gmail.com  

Phone
Number 3038950585  

Address
1 1847 Broadway  

City Grand Junction  

State CO  

Zip 81507  

Title Holey Cow!

Description

"Holey Cow!" is a fun, durable powder coated public art sculpture. Part of the "Put Your Face in the Space and
Smile" series of public art sculptures, "Holey Cow" invites the public to snap a photo and upload to social
media. This gives Art Encounters more public relations without added costs. "Holey Cow!" is interactive with a
cow bell attached at neck. Please note: at submittal, 'Holey Cow!" is in the process of being powder coated
black (photo supplied)

Dimensions 49 x 59 x 0.25

Sale Price $2,500.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

Holes in metal at base for 5/8" red head concrete bolts (2)

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
75

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

mild steel with durable powder coating in black. No upkeep needed.

Year created? 2024

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

N/A

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

nothing but 5/8" red head concrete bolts needed

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

vinegar water spray will clean

Date Added Fri. Mar 1, 2024 03:42 PM (MST)
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 Janene DiRico-
Cable Public Art Sculptures

Email jazzngucci@gmail.com  

Phone
Number 3038950585  

Address
1 1847 Broadway  

City Grand Junction  

State CO  

Zip 81507  

Title Salty the Sea Turtle

Description

"Salty the Sea Turtle" is a brightly powder coated, sea green, mild steel public art sculpture. Part of the "Put
Your Face in the Space and Smile" series of public art sculptures, "Salty" attracts viewers and many photos can
be shared on social media sites. Young and old alike are drawn to "Salty the Sea Turtle." Please note: Salty is in
the power coating phase at submission time. Photos are included.

Dimensions 48 x 44 x 0.25

Sale Price $2,500.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

base is attached needing one 5/8" red head concrete bolt

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
75

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

mild steel, powder coated very durable

Year created? 2024

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

N/A

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

5/8" red head concrete bolt

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

vinegar and water spray as needed

Date Added Fri. Mar 1, 2024 03:51 PM (MST)
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 Janene DiRico-
Cable Public Art Sculptures

Email jazzngucci@gmail.com  

Phone
Number 3038950585  

Address
1 1847 Broadway  

City Grand Junction  

State CO  

Zip 81507  

Title Land Locked

Description land Locked is a recycled, reclaimed public art piece. See if you can find the padlock!

Dimensions 60 x 45 x 37

Sale Price $2,500.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x
height x length)?

20"x30" flat steel base can be tack welded or bolted

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
75

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

reclaimed, recycled metals

Year created? 2022

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

one of a kind

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

can be tack welded to a metal base or 5/8" red head concrete bolts

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the

year. What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

nothing needed

Date Added Fri. Mar 1, 2024 03:58 PM (MST)
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 Janene DiRico-
Cable Public Art Sculptures

Email jazzngucci@gmail.com  

Phone
Number 3038950585  

Address
1 1847 Broadway  

City Grand Junction  

State CO  

Zip 81507  

Title Love Wins

Description Love Wins is a recycled metal piece with a message. Simple but striking, Love Wins, reminds us to just be
kind.

Dimensions 50 x 11 x 11

Sale Price $1,000.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x
height x length)?

yes

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
40

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

recycled metals with bright red hearts

Year created? 2024

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

one of a kind

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

2 red head concrete bolts or can be tack welded to a metal pedestal

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Previous Applicant or Participant"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the

year. What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

none

Date Added Fri. Mar 1, 2024 04:06 PM (MST)
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 Charlotte Zink Public Art Sculptures

Email zinkmetalart@msn.com  

Phone
Number

970.532.4597 cell
970.310.8277  

Address
1 POB 33  

Address
2 739 Mountain Ave  

City Berthoud  

State CO  

Zip 80513  

Title Growing

Description This piece is titled “Growing”.<br /> She is welcoming us, inviting all to honor the beauty around us <br
/> and the beauty within us.<br />

Dimensions 80 x 38 x 26

Sale Price $10,000.00

Is a base included
with your

sculpture? Yes or
no. If yes, what are
the dimensions for
the sculpture plus
the base (width x
height x length)?

26" circular steel base plate

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
100

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Steel

Year created? 2022

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

NA

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

<br /> Two strong backs can carry. We will provide the hammer drill and necessary hardware to bolt. If
tack weld is preferred, a portable welder will be required.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Douglas County Art Encounters Website"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the

year. What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

No maintenance required, bird droppings and dust can be removed with gentle water rinse.<br />

Date Added Fri. Mar 1, 2024 04:40 PM (MST)
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 Diego Harris Public Art Sculptures

Email diegosharris@gmail.com
 

Phone
Number 7073504209  

Address
1 P.O. Box 511  

City Upper Lake  

State California  

Zip 95485  

Title Sidewinder

Description

Sidewinder is a large abstract serpent like Corten Steel sculpture. It stands about 8' 9" tall, is about 5' 6" wide
and is about 3' 6" deep at the base. The base of the sculpture is about 52" x 42" at its widest points and is
shaped like an irregular diamond. I'll attach a photo of the bottom of the sculpture. It will be sanded smooth.
The sculpture will weigh about 200lb.<br /> My sculpture is an abstract one, so people can read into it what
they like. It can be seen as a monument to increasingly scares wild plant and animal life. It could also be
looked at through the lens of religion and superstition for the many different meanings that cultures have
attributed to the serpent. It could also be open to new and unique interpretations that have not yet been
thought of. I think that that's the best thing about abstract art.

Dimensions 105 x 65 x 42

Sale Price $10,000.00

Is a base included
with your sculpture?

Yes or no. If yes,
what are the

dimensions for the
sculpture plus the

base (width x height
x length)?

base is integrated with the piece and is approx 42x52 inch

What is the weight
of the sculpture in

pounds?
200 lbs

Medium of piece?
Please note, if

mixed media, all
materials must be
able to withstand
Colorado outdoor

weather conditions.

Corten steel welded over steel rebar internal structure.

Year created? 2023

If this piece is a
replica or duplicate,
please provide the
edition, size, serial
number, and other

locations where this
piece is available.

Say N/A if not
applicable.

N/A

What equipment
and supplies are
needed to install

this piece? Please
include any unusual

basing and/or
anchoring

requirements for
this piece.

There are four bolt down locations arranged around the edge of the base of the sculpture. They are big enough
for up to 5/8th inch bolts to secure the sculpture. No special equipment is needed to install. It can be
manhandled into place without too much trouble.

How did you hear
about the Douglas

County Art
Encounters

program?

["Other"]

Please explain how
this piece should be

maintained
throughout the year.

What cleaning
supplies should be

used?

Occasional cleanings with toilet cleaner is what I tend to do. It's mostly to get the bird droppings off. Anything
that you prefer to use should be fine.

Date Added Fri. Mar 1, 2024 08:42 PM (MST)




